
  

The Republican Resurgence, 1980-1992 
 
Perspective: In spite of his reputation for being “just an actor”, Ronald Reagan 
was a skillful politician, speaker and leader. And George Bush? A World War II 
hero who had served as a Congressman and head of the CIA. Both of these 
gentlemen made being a Republican “respectable” again. The image of the crazy 
racist right-winger who hoped to try out the nukes was gone. Reagan was the new 
face and voice of the conservative republican—likable, optimistic, firm but not 
rigid.  
 
I. REAGAN IN POWER 

The Reagan Victory 
 The misery index (inflation + unemployment) was above 20 in 1980 
 Carter was re-nominated despite Ted Kennedy’s challenge 
 Reagan focused on the economy 

Carter said Reagan was a reckless warmonger 
  Reagan responded in a debate, noting his devotion to peace 
  He then asked, “Are you better off now than you were four years ago?” 

Reagan won decisively 
  50.5 % of blue-collar vote 
  46 % of Jewish vote 
  15% of the African-American vote 

GOP also gained control of the Senate; 33 new seats in the house 
 
Cutting Spending and Taxes 
 “Government is the problem, not the solution” 
 A shift to supply-side economics 
  The private sector would improve when freed of taxation 
  $41 billion + cut from social programs 
 Reagan was able to gain support from conservative Democrats  
 Both houses passed huge income tax reductions 
  
Limiting the Role of Government 
 Reagan focused on government deregulation 

James Watt (Interior) opened government lands for coal and timber  
production 

  Drew Lewis (Transportation) relaxed environmental regulation on  the auto  
industry 

  Convinced Japan to limit auto imports  
  Also opposed the air traffic controllers union/strike 
   Reagan fired all striking PATCO members 
  Gradually raised retirement ages to combat Social Security problems 
  Reagan made no effort to court minority voters    
 
 
II. REAGANOMICS 

Recession and Recovery 
 A recession beginning fall ’81 led to 10% unemployment 



  

 Kept tax cuts, moderated defense spending 
 Recovery began in spring of 1983 
  Consumer spending increased 
  Inflation remained under control 
  Interest rates, energy and food prices fell 
 
The Growing Deficit 
 The Gramm-Rudman Bill set budgetary limits 
 Defense spending was frozen  
 The deficit peaked at $221 billion in 1986 / $155 billion by 1988 
 American exports fell; the trade deficit grew 
 The value of the dollar increased 
 The standard of living increased along with personal and national debt 
 
The Rich Grow Richer 
 Inflation fell to 4% by 1982; oil prices also dropped dramatically 
 Blue-collar jobs declined as labor-intensive industries manufactured abroad 
 Some women made gains in fields like law and accounting 
 Union membership dropped to 15.5% by 1992 
 The poorest 20% saw a decline in mean income; all others rose 
 Economic restructuring primarily benefited the wealthy  
  The top tax rate declined form 70% to 20% 
  55% of the gain in assets went to .5% of the population 
 
Reagan Affirmed 
 Same question, different year… 
  16 million new jobs, plummeting interest rates, lower unemployment (under  

6%) 
 1984 opponent was (D) Walter Mondale 
  Mondale promised to raise taxes to lower the deficit 
  Also pressed Reagan on the issue of his age  
 Many traditionally Democratic constituencies voted for Reagan (“Reagan  

Democrats”)  
Except for African Americans 
Working poor favored Democratic party 
GOP did not make huge gains in the House or Senate   

 
 
III. REAGAN AND THE WORLD 

- A hard line advocate of the military, Reagan sought to restore US military  
supremacy and reputation throughout the world 

  
Challenging the “Evil Empire” 
 Reagan believed that the USSR was the mortal enemy of the US 
 He abandoned detente and sought military supremacy 
  US put weapons in bases in Great Britain and Germany 
  USSR broke off disarmament talks in Geneva 
 US stepped up research for the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) 



  

  Lasers and particle beams would be used to destroy missiles 
  Sometimes called “star wars” 
 Nuclear arsenals totaled 50,000 combined warheads 
 
Turmoil in the Middle East 
 Israel invaded Southern Lebanon in June 1982 to destroy the PLO 
 Reagan said we were there to protect Lebanon from USSR-backed Syria 
  Terrorists killed 239 marines in Lebanon before US withdrawal 
 
Confrontation in Central America 
 US-backed dictatorships faced leftist rebels in Nicaragua 
  Sandinista rebels overthrew the Somoza regime (1979) 
  Reagan withdrew aid to Nicaragua 
  Nicaragua became more dependent on Cuba 
  CIA began supplying the Contras 
 US supported Jose Napoleon Duarte in El Salvador 
  Duarte won election in ’84 and began some reform 
 Boland Amendment in 1984 prohibited US agencies from spending $ in Central  

America 
 2000 US Marines defeated leftist rebels in Granada 
 
Trading Arms for Hostages 
 The US traded arms to Iran for six hostages held in Lebanon 
  A chance to soften relations with the anticipated new Iranian regime  
  Oliver North and William Casey (CIA) were most involved 
 The profits for arms sales were used to fund the Contras 
  This violated the Boland Amendment 
  North, Casey and Poindexter knew of this arrangement 
  North destroyed most of the documents… 
 Congressional hearings garnered sympathy for North 
 Reagan’s popularity dropped a bit. 
 
Reagan the Peacemaker 
 Mikhail Gorbachev of the USSR had new plans 
  Perestroika—the restructuring of the Soviet economy 
  Glasnost—political openness 
 Four summits between Gorbachev and Reagan led to improved relations and  

some disarmament 
 Reagan’s poll numbers rose again   
 Reagan challenged Gorbachev to tear down the Berlin Wall 
 
 
IV. SOCIAL DILEMMAS 

The AIDS Epidemic 
 A growing problem in the early 1980’s 
 Surgeon General C. Everett Koop spoke with great openness and boldness about  

sex education and condoms 
 



  

 Critics said the government spent too much on education and not enough on  
research 

 500,000 reported cases by 1996 (up to a 14 year gestation period) 
 Expensive but effective treatments are now available 
 
The War on Drugs 
 Crack and cocaine were possible “targets” 
 Nancy Reagan urged us to “Just say no” 
 The DEA was created 
 US and Latin American governments attempted to wipe out coca fields 
 The Drug War hasn’t really worked all that well…expensive 
 
 
V. PASSING THE TORCH  

The Changing Palace Guard 
 Regan (Sec of Treasury) and Baker (Chief of Staff) fought 
 1986 Tax reform Act cut top rates from 50-28% and ended some tax shelters 
 Judge Robert Bork was rejected for the Supreme Court 
  Antonin Scalia and Anthony Kennedy joined 
 Attorney General Edwin Meece sullied the administration’s reputation 
 
The Election of 1988 
 Bush did well against the Dukakis/Bentsen team 
 Bush promised no new taxes (“Read my lips…”) 
 Democrats gained ground in the Congress 
 
Defaults and Deficits 
 The ADA (disabilities) was a notable success of the Bush Administration 
 Problems with deficits and Savings and Loans plagued Bush 
 A recession didn’t help 
 Then Bush signed a tax increase to lower the deficit… 
 
The End of the Cold War 
 Notable events/folks: 
  Tiananmen Square 
  Lech Walesa and Solidarity in Poland 
  The Berlin Wall fell and Eastern Europe was “liberated” 
  Gorbachev avoided a coup but resigned in favor of Yeltsin 
  Bush and Yeltsin signed START I and II to reduce and eliminate nuclear  

weapons 
 
Waging Peace 
 US captured Manuel Noriega in Panama 
 Bush began Desert Shield/Storm in Iraq 
 Saddam Hussein was defeated but not captured after his invasion of Kuwait 


